Cuesta College is proud to present writer Novella Carpenter on April 6 and her enchanting book that chronicles with grace and generosity her experiences growing crops in one of the toughest neighborhoods of the Bay Area. Her squiret’s vegetable garden evolved into further adventures in bee and poultry keeping in a quest for manna: home-harvested honey, eggs and home-raised meat. “Farm City: The Education of an Urban Farmer” has resonated with readers across the nation and closer to home inspired 10 days of films, talks, demonstrations, tours and more that we hope will motivate you.

WHAT: Lecture by author Novella Carpenter, book signing and reception

WHEN: Wednesday, April 6, 2011 • 5-7 pm

WHERE: Cuesta College’s Cultural & Performing Arts Center Cuesta’s SLO Campus

帮我将这段文本翻译成英文。